
Integrating Sustainability 
as a Core Value in Indian 
Management Education

Sustainability  is about life, which is about self regulating entities who harmoniously co-exist as part of a larger eco- system , 
in which output  of one serves as input of some other species ensuring no wastage .    Self regulating process ensures that 
system as a whole has the ability to conserve what is useful and creatively destroy what does not work well.  The spirit of 
coexistence, mutual care and co-operation ensures that the whole is greater than the sum of the parts.  Life has evolved and 
progressed from early single cell forms to complex and versatile forms such as mammals.  Due to their curiosity to 
understand nature, ability to develop tools, technologies and products and superior organizational abilities humans had 
unprecedented edge over other species to exploit and control nature. The early simple agricultural societies engaged in 
cultivation of natural products  have evolved to industrial societies producing   manufactured products creating new work 
places such as factories and new wage earners such as factory workers. Industrialisation  coupled with globalization due to 
discovery of   new   geographical sources of raw materials and markets, and new means of transport  and new  routes  led to 
dramatic acceleration  in  the  quantum  of global trade . This has intensified greater extraction of raw materials and energy 
from natural resource system, greater dumping of toxic waste which has led to adverse impact on quality of life  of people 
whose means of livelihood such as land got used up in meeting expansion needs of the industrial system.  
As a result of the above, the overall social system, consisting of communities , families, schools and culture, which interacts 
with the industrial and natural resource systems, also has become  stressed causing anxiety, inequity and unhappiness.  This  
not only reduces the quality of life but also  threatens life itself ; a snapshot of which has been presented in Table 1 . 

This paper advocates introducing sustainability as a core value as 
part of Indian management education curriculum reform  process .  
This will help in creating not only    new  managers  but also throw up  
leaders and innovators for harnessing new  global opportunities in 
areas of clean energy and  businesses  at  the   Bottom of Poverty 
Pyramid.  By  increasing employability of emerging graduating 
classes this will enable management  schools  and  faculty to partner  
better  with  industry and civil society organizations  and  also live  up  
to expectations of aspiring student class, their parents and industry. 
This  paper  attempts to describe the core idea of sustainability, 
clarify what is  involved in crafting and implementing sustainable 
business strategy and propose  a roadmap for management course 
curriculum reform. An experiential approach beyond classrooms in 
partnership with industry-civil society along with revamping of all 
existing courses and few new compulsory courses and electives is 
proposed . 
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Abstract

W e  n e e d  s u s t a i n a b l e  
businesses for sustainable 
jobs to have sustainable 
income for our families and 
to live in a sustainable world. 
Yes we need sustainability in 
management education for 
our sustainable career and 
future.
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